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Participatory, community–based
art has a positive social
impact in Saskatchewan.

We are a bridge between the
artist and the community;
the link that forges partnership
and a legacy of social change.

Artists and communities
are engaged in collaborative
art of high artistic merit.

Common Weal is recognized as
a leader in participatory arts
for social change.
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Common Weal Community Arts Inc. is a provincial arts organization that collaboratively engages professional
artists with communities to promote social change and cultural identity through creative expression.
Common Weal Community Arts Inc. (Common Weal) emerged onto the Saskatchewan arts scene in 1992
with the production of Ka’ma’mo’pi’cik, a community play developed, researched, produced, and performed by
Qu’Appelle Valley residents under the guidance of theatre professionals. Over the course of our nearly 25-year
history, we have expanded our artistic vision to include outreach that is diverse in artistic discipline
and approach. Common Weal is committed to facilitating the development of individuals and communities
by providing opportunities for self and collective expression through art. In doing so we strive to inspire
ideas and empower people to tell their stories in their own voices. Place, shared identity, or interest
may define the participating communities, the majority of which are marginalized, underserved, or
historically misrepresented. We are a bridge between the artist and the community: the link that forges
partnership and a legacy of social change.
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Alchemistic. Dedicated to
inspiring creativity through
authentic collaborations.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR MESSAGE
On July 20, 2015, I embarked upon a new role as Executive Director of Common Weal Community Arts
Inc. Building community is what drives me and I’m committed to the continued development of a
vibrant and diverse community for the people of Saskatchewan. I feel lucky to join an organization with
such long-standing dedication to creating opportunities that foster understanding, inspire imagination, and
support rich collaboration.
The past year has been one of transition. Joanne Shannon led Common Weal for nearly seven years.
As I stepped into this role, I witnessed the echoes of her rigorous and diligent administration and obvious
dedication to community. After her departure, the Board of Directors focused on managing the changeover in
leadership. I would be remiss not to recognize Chairperson Paul Wilson for his commitment to steering the
board through the hiring process and their thoughtful approach to bringing me on.
It strikes me how vital Common Weal’s programing is as a catalyst for social change in
Saskatchewan and how much further we can go. Looking forward, we are committed to three emerging
areas of focus:
1. Continued expansion into rural areas and a broadening of our reach.
2. Development of a youth audience.
3. Expansion of our public profile provincially, nationally, and internationally.
We know the value of what we do. It’s evident in the tangible impacts of our programs and our
dedication to the agency of diverse prairie voices. Now it’s time to ensure the scope of our impact
continues to grow and becomes increasingly more visible.
This year Common Weal collaborated with 27 artists, artisans, and elders and 46 partners to bring
participatory arts experiences to Saskatchewan people in nearly 40 communities. Our programming is braced
by the determined work of our Artistic Directors and generous contribution of public and private funders.
Authentic participation in the arts is a key component of strong societies. I look forward to continuing to
push the boundaries of socially-engaged practice through the delivery of programs designed to catalyze social
change through the arts. I am buoyed each day by the work we do.
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Staff

Joanne Shannon
Executive Director (Sept-Mar)
Risa Payant
Executive Director (July-Aug)
Gerry Ruecker
Southern Artistic Director
Judy McNaughton
Northern Artistic Director
Dakota Fayant-McLeod
Communications Assistant
Terri-Lynn McDonald
Administrative Assistant (North)
photo: Provided by Gerry Reucker

Board of
Directors

Paul Wilson Chairperson
Mirtha Rivera Vice-Chair
Brian Gladwell Treasurer
Jo Anne Lauder Secretary
Brad Bellegarde
Margaret Bessai
Rebecca Caines
Marcus Miller
Amber Phelps Bondaroff
Dianne Strilaeff

Thank you

Thank you to outgoing
board members,
for your service.
Brad Bellegarde,
Marcus Miller, and
Dianne Strilaeff
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A Message from Gerry Ruecker
our Southern Artistic Director

A Message from Judy McNaughton
our Northern Artistic Director

A predominant question for me in my work as Southern Artistic Director for Common Weal Community
Arts is: Do the projects I design and oversee live up to our vision of art for social change? In other
words, do they inspire people? Do they empower the disenfranchised? Do they help improve lives? Do they
positively inform and influence public perception of the issues they raise? It is my goal and my hope that they
do and that they are rewarding and meaningful in some measure to their many participants, as well as to our
organization.

In a small, high ceilinged room, dimly lit only by fluorescents, ten young men dressed in grey sweat suits and
shocking neon orange toques slouch and wait. On cue they sit up straight, face a chalkboard filled with barely
legible writing, and begin to sing. The song is somehow both sorrowful and hopeful. With the lilt and intonation
of their first languages, the singers invite all their nations to have pride in who they are, to “go with the
wind and use Mother Nature’s powers.” The song ends with the repeated declaration “ I am proud of who we
are. I am proud of who I am.” I am overwhelmed; I tinker with the orange Corrections visitor tag on my shirt,
and surreptitiously wipe an escaping tear–self conscious of my emotions–while the men look at me waiting for
my response.

Our projects this year were particularly rewarding to work on. Witnessing the joy, delight, and pride of
over sixty senior citizens in the Hello In There, Hello Out There project as they shared their amazing
stories and created their artworks humbled me. We so often see members of our aged population shuffling
along the streets, sitting on park benches or taking ‘too long’ at checkout lines in stores, and dismiss them as
‘old people’. But we forget; they have lived a life! They have a story that is as important to them as ours is to
us. Having the opportunity to bear witness to these stories has been a huge privilege for me, and one that has
influenced my life immeasurably.
Another highlight was Common Weal’s collaboration in the Moveable Feast : DePropere Fanfare project at
the Cathedral Village Arts Festival. Bringing together over 25 local artists and performing groups
in one mighty carnivalesque parade/performance/spectacle was nothing short of miraculous, thanks
to the vision of the amazing Michelle Sereda and Curtain Razors. Chicken dancers, super heroes, clowns, belly
dancers, musicians, tango artists, Roughrider fans, story-book characters, and more, came together in a joyous
multigenerational crash of life and love for one weekend. This project will long be remembered by the many
thousands of people in attendance.
It is gratifying when I hear appreciative remarks about our projects, such as It’s Good To Be Alive
(presented in partnership with the Regina Folk Festival). To hear that a simple phrase sprayed on the sidewalk
actually brightened someone’s day and gave them pause for positive reflection on their life was very fulfilling.
I am thankful for the opportunity to be able to play a small part in contributing to the enhancement of
joy, meaning, and recognition in people’s lives. That’s what it’s all about.
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At times like this my position as Northern Artistic Director can be humbling. When the alchemy of artists,
communities, and creative processes comes out just right there’s a sort of happening-of-truth that takes place.
It can cause a shift in the people involved, those who participate and those who witness it.
In the Art Lodge program, storyteller Joseph Naytowhow, in collaboration with guest artists, drew men in
corrections toward sharing their experience through storytelling and songwriting, finding what stories these
young men have to tell and giving them a means to communicate these realities with the wider public
through their songs.
As with the unique ingenuity and aesthetic of Dene cultural practices celebrated in the Patuanak
projects, or touching stories shared by patients in the Writer on the Ward program, there’s a certain
beauty that can be found in individuals and communities revealing their own truths, dispelling layers
of colonial narratives or preconceptions.There is value in our society’s relearning through these disclosures.
In his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Brazilian activist Paulo Freire succinctly describes a personal journey
occurring within collective processes: disclosure of experience, resulting in clearer understanding of one’s
circumstances, which can lead to greater agency in the world. Through collective processes, people can
come to consider their personal experiences in relation to broader dynamics, rather than as isolated
phenomena.
The social changes that happen as a result of collective creative actions are subtle but deep-seated. They can
result from shifts taking place within participating individuals and in affected audiences whose understanding
is expanded beyond our own perspectives, to include the truths of others.
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Patuanak Cultural Programs

Revitalization. Integrating
traditional knowledge and
contemporary technique to
renew community.

In early 2015, artist Michèle Mackasey and members of the English River Band (based in Patuanak and
Beauval) explored the possibilities for a year long artist residency. The community consultations and activities
Michèle undertook during this exploration phase revealed a strong interest in professional contemporary arts
within the community, not only by the youth (who had been the primary focus), but also among the older
generations. Considering the feedback received from a variety of members of the community, it became clear
that the residency focus should be expanded to serve the cultural and creative needs of various segments
of the population, including youth, but also providing opportunities for adult and elderly members of the
community, as well as those living both on and off reserve land and in urban centres.
Additionally, this exploration phase included consultation with elders and knowledgeable community members
on traditional skills such as quillwork, moose hair tufting, and beadwork -- skills that are no longer broadly
taught or practiced. It became apparent that there was curiosity and a desire to learn contemporary
art skills as well as enthusiasm for revitalization of traditional techniques.
As our exploration came to a close and the summer months approached, Michèle and elder/artisan Mary
Jane Pakitine developed a culture camp that included workshops and activities in studio and on the land. The
program was presented in July and August. It allowed them to share a mix of contemporary and traditional
art and cultural skills including pastel drawing, painting, and moose hair tufting. Though the workshops were
delayed by fire evacuations in northern communities, three sessions moved forward. The sessions were very
well attended by all ages, often filled to capacity with people lined up to take part. Participants included
some elders/artisans who chose to join Mary Jane in her workshop tent, helping with the moose
hair tufting and demonstrating their own skills in basket making.
We are currently collaborating with Michèle and the community to develop plans for a yearlong residency, set
to launch in 2015/16.
Funding for these programs was generously provided by the Saskatchewan Arts Board and SaskCulture Inc., thanks to
the Saskatchewan Lotteries Trust Fund for Sport, Culture and Recreation, and the Community Initiatives Fund.
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Optimism. Exploring the
transitional nature of incarceration
through storytelling and creative
expression.

The Art Lodge Program
We’ve been interested in doing a program with incarcerated men since the success of our work with female
inmates through the Pine Grove Writing Circle project. The incarcerated population is representative of people
from across the province, including those from isolated rural or northern communities. Typically, the majority
of inmates would not have ongoing access to professional arts and cultural mentors of Joseph
Naytowhow’s caliber either prior to or during their incarceration. The young men held in corrections
are in a state of transition, outside of their day-to-day life, demands, and influences. As such, they find
themselves with an opportune time to serve interests in a deep exploration of their cultural world-views and
modes of creative expression.
During the Art Lodge workshops, artist and storyteller Joseph Naytowhow and spoken word artist Kevin
Wesaquate shared cultural skills and knowledge with young men at Prince Albert Correctional Centre using
writing, singing, and spoken word techniques. The artists were able to connect with incarcerated individuals
through humour, warmth, and their easy-going approach. There were a number of activities to prepare and
determine the comfort level of the participants, such as vocal and physical warm-ups using drum and sound, as
well as vocalization and movement. Each workshop began with a sweat supporting a well-rounded experience
and ended with a certificate celebration to acknowledge the significant work undertaken by the artists and
participants. Feedback from the facility staff and participants has been overwhelmingly positive. In
the follow up group discussions all of the participants have expressed their gratitude. When asked to
describe how they felt about their creative experience, many used words like “hopeful” and “excited about the
future.”
We hope to continue this project in 2015/16. In the next phase of the program, songwriter and interdisciplinary artist Cheryl L’Hirondelle will join Joseph to write and record songs in collaboration with the men
at the Prince Albert Correctional Centre.
Funding for this program was generously provided by SaskCulture Inc., thanks to the Saskatchewan Lotteries Trust
Fund for Sport, Culture and Recreation.
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Recognition. Creating a legacy
by capturing untold stories from
lives vastly lived.
Hello in There, Hello Out There
Multidisciplinary artists Chrystene Ells, Rowan Pantel, and Berny Hi engaged senior citizens living in residential
facilities in Regina and surrounding areas by inviting them to share their personal narratives, life stories, and
memories, then guiding them in making a selected story or memory visible to others through the creation of
a memory box. This program was originally established in 2013/14. We continue to hear from staff and
administrators at the institutions how important the project is to the participants, that it is the
high point of their week, and that they look forward to it eagerly.
In 2015, we were proud to partner with the Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils (OSAC), for
a touring exhibition. The exhibition includes a curated compilation of 15 three-dimensional artworks
and accompanying audio recordings created by senior citizens in retirement homes and care facilities in
Saskatchewan. The exhibition will be shown in 19 communities across the province and is accompanied
(when requested) by presentations and workshops presented by project artists. A comprehensive publication
based on the seniors’ artworks and narratives was created to accompany the tour and is available at no cost
to visitors. The exhibition is a powerful collection of memories and artworks that are important
to share extensively, stimulating dialogue in our society and honoring this valuable, but often
neglected segment of our society.
Funding for this program was generously provided by the Community Initiatives Fund, the City of Regina, Conexus
Credit Union, Vale Potash, Great West Life, and ArtsVest.
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Connection. Making space for
unique voices and personal
history; recipes for creativity.
Writer on the Wards
Over the course of the year, author Lynda Monahan continued to act as resident artist at the Victoria Hospital
mental health ward. Her focus was on establishing connections with patients and encouraging them
to create by distributing journals and facilitating a number of writing prompts. Lynda published a
book of writing titled Potluck, Poetry, and Prose by the long-term outpatients at the Day Centre in fall 2015.
This book includes favourite recipes chosen by participants and accompanied by a piece of writing about their
contribution. Was the recipe an old family tradition, passed on from their mothers, or something their children
loved? Or was it an original creation or something made with friends?
In 2015, members of the Writing For Your Life group put together individual collections of poems and stories
in a series of eight chapbooks, which have been published and were launched at Prince Albert’s John M.
Cuelenaere Public Library in the fall. The group also did readings for the Provincial AGM of the Canadian
Mental Health Association in Regina in October 2015. Prince Albert-based singer-songwriter Lilian Donahue
was invited to mentor an emerging songwriter who has been part of the Writing For Your Life group. They
wrote two songs, for which Lilian created the music. Lilian and her protégé then recorded the songs onto CD,
and performed them at the book launch in fall of 2015.
Each week Lynda also visited two long-term care facilities to assist seniors in documenting their
life stories. As the summer came to a close, the Pineview Terrace Long-Term Care Facility began plans for a
public event and exhibition to showcase the work created by the seniors in their care. This exhibition included
black and white photographs of possessions significant to each individual, along with stories they have told
about these items. Lynda also produced a self-published book of their images and stories.
Funding for this program was generously provided by the Community Initiatives Fund and the City of Prince Albert
SaskLotteries Community Grant.
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Collaboration. between First
Nations and settler/immigrant
artists and communities
Train of Thought
Common Weal was pleased to participate in this national program in partnership with Toronto’s Jumblies
Theatre. Train of Thought brought a group of Canadian artists and cultural activists to Saskatchewan for one
of 15 stops on a train ride across the country. At each stop, local arts organizations hosted interactive events,
with a focus on collaborations and alliances between First Nations and settler/immigrant artists and
communities. The Train of Thought travelers arrived in Saskatoon in May and were greeted with activities that
included a tour of Wanuskewin, Cree lessons on the Meewasin trail, and an evening showcase of Saskatchewan
performers (Eekwol, Zondra Roy, Kevin Wesaquate, and John A. McDonald, among others) held at the Core
Neighbourhood Youth Co-op. Their time in the province ended with a round dance in a nearby park. Inspired by
their experience, a group of participants from Prince Albert partnered with the Prince Albert Multicultural
Council to organize a follow up event on the three-month anniversary of Train of Thought activities in
Saskatoon. This event served as a forum for participants to reflect and share their experiences with the Prince
Albert Multicultural Council and broader community.
Funding for this program was generously provided by the Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan.

Activation. Encouraging moments
of reflection through public arts
interventions.
It’s Good to Be Alive
For four years, Common Weal has partnered with the Regina Folk Festival to bring participatory,
socially engaged art to festival audiences. In 2015, It’s Good to Be Alive promoted moments of reflection
through positive phrases stenciled on the sidewalks throughout Victoria Park. Each phrase was designed to
be thought provoking and contribute to the community spirit created over the course of the weekend.
The project was enthusiastically received by festival attendees with one visitor noting, “I loved looking down
and being uplifted by the comments written on the sidewalk.” In a testament to the lasting impact of the
project, we’ve watched the positive messages spread as festival goers continue to share the project via
social media. Additionally, we’ve had a number of requests to duplicate the project, including one from a local
school, who we supported in presenting the intervention to greet their students during back to school week.
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Moveable Feast: De Propere Fanfare
Co-presented with Curtain Razors, the Dunlop Art Gallery, and the Cathedral Village Arts Festival, Moveable
Feast : De Propere Fanfare was a social justice project, presented as a carnivalesque street performance.
The project originated in Ghent, Belguim, with an original company of creators comprised of over 100
professional and nonprofessional musicians, dancers, actors, and singers. Three artists from the original
company – Ries de Vuyst, Koen de Ruyck, and Miranda Dielemen – were in residence in Regina from May
11-25, working with local professional artists and organizations representing all disciplines, including the
Regina Symphony Orchestra, FadaDance Youth Company and Troupe, Sisters of Mercy Choir, the Regina Bell
Ringers, and several independent drummers, accordionists, ukulele, tuba, and trombone players. The program
also engaged local community groups such as Flux School of Human Movement. The residency activity
culminated in a parade and performance as part of the 2015 Cathedral Village Arts Festival.
Funding for this program was generously provided by the City of Regina.

Imagination. Bringing community
together to forge the future
through common purpose.
ART-A-PALOOZA
In 2015, Common Weal joined forces with Creative Kids for a joint fundraiser in support of programs
providing access to artistic opportunities for people across Saskatchewan. The event took place at
the Artful Dodger in Regina and included live entertainment from Keiran Semple and Keiffer McLean. The
evening also featured live and silent auctions, showcasing work from local artists including Marsha Kennedy,
Gerry Ruecker, Leesa Streifler, Dianne Strilaeff, Brian Gladwell, Dianne Shannon, Joanne Shannon, Sharon
Pulvermacher, Judy McNaughton, Chrystene Ells, Patricia Holdsworth, Diana Chabros, Ryan Arnott and
Michelle Brownridge.
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In Memoriam of Joanne shannon
Joanne Shannon served as Executive Director of Common Weal Community Arts from 2008 through 2015.
She retired from the organization in March to focus on her health and spend precious time with family and
friends. On October 17, 2015 Joanne passed away. The organization will forever benefit from her legacy of
diligent administration and passion for the socially-engaged arts.

A Tribute
by Mirtha Rivera, Board Member
Right now I find myself trying to write and not knowing what to say to express who Joanne Shannon was for
Common Weal or how to express with words my thoughts about a woman who carried herself with so much
of conviction, passion, dedication, and kindness.
Joanne, I will start with what I remember of you now: your smile, your willingness to listen, and your keeping of
the peace even in very tough moments.
When you joined us as Executive Director in 2008, you made sure from the first day that our organization
worked the best it could. We knew that you had a rare love for, and understanding of, the arts, and
underpinned that with strong administration skills. As I got to know you, I found out that you were an artist
yourself as well as a creative writer, sometimes a drummer, actor, and very good cook.
I have happy memories of my trips with you, Joanne: our trip with Dianne to New York to be part of
Performing the World, and our trip to my homeland, Chile, for the World Summit on Arts and Culture, where I
had the rare opportunity to show you Santiago and to present the work of Common Weal to an international
audience with you.
The office doesn’t feel the same without you, and at times I feel like you are going to come in to be at the
meetings with us. You and I worked very closely together making sure that the Common Weal spirit was
reflected in everything we did – creating community through art and supporting people making changes for
themselves and our society.
On behalf of the Common Weal board and staff I thank you for your hard work and dedication. We miss you
and remember you. Not a goodbye, Joanne, but a till I see you again.
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Empowerment • Creativity
Community Engagement
Social Justice and Advocacy
Flexibility • Accountability

artists

Partners
Belly Dance with Linda
Call and Echo Groove Drummers
Canadian Hung Kuen Kung Fu School
Cathedral Villiage Arts Festival
Cirque Nova
City of Prince Albert
CJTR Regina Community Radio
Curtain Razors
Dunlop Art Gallery
Elmview Extendicare
English River First Nation
FadaDance Company
FadaDance Youth Company
First Nations University of Canada
Flux School of Human Movement
Globe Theatre Youth Company
Hamlet of Patuanak
Herb Basset Day Centre
IMP Labs
IPAC: Indigenous Peoples Artist Collective
Jumblies Theatre
Karibu Group,
Ugandan Canadian Association of Saskatchewan
Listen to Dis:Voice
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Artistic Merit
Socially-Engaged Aesthetics
Revolutionary Practices
Integrity • Ethics

New Dance Horizons
North Central Community Association
Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils
PAVED Arts
Pile of Bones Brass Band
Pineview Terrace Lodge
Prince Albert Art Centre
Prince Albert Branch of the Canadian Mental
Health Association
Prince Albert Correctional Centre
Prince Albert Multicultural Council
Prince Albert Parkland Health Region
Regina Bell Ringers
Regina Costume League
Regina Folk Festival
Regina Public Library
Regina Quiddich Club
Saskatchewan Filmpool Cooperative
Seven Stones Metis Jiggers
Street Culture Kidz
The Red Nose Knows Show
Thompson Community School
University of Regina
William Booth Special Care Home

Berny Hi
Bruce Sinclair
Cheryl L’Hirondelle
Chrystene Ells
Clinton Takakenu
FadaDance
Gerry Ruecker
John A. MacDonald
Joseph Naytowhow
Kenn McLeod
Kevin Wesaquate
Koen de Ruyck
Lilian Donahue

Funders
Lindsay ‘Ekwol’ Knight
Liza Brown
Lynda Monahan
Manuel Chantre
Michèle Mackasey
Randy Morin
Rita Bouvier
Rowan Pantel
Ryan Spracklin
Rylan Smallchild
Tyler Smallchild
Zondra Roy

Community Initiatives Fund
SaskCulture Inc., through funding from
Saskatchewan Lotteries Trust Fund for Sport,
Culture and Recreation
Canada Council for the Arts
City of Prince Albert
City of Regina
Conexus Credit Union
Great West Life
Saskatchewan Arts Board
Vale Potash
Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan
ArtsVest

Elders/Artisans
Mary Jane Pakitine
Percy Paul
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Southern Office
#220-1808 Smith Street
Regina SK S4P 2N4
P: 306.780.9442
edcommonweal@sasktel.net

Northern Office
1010 Central Avenue
Prince Albert, SK S6V 4V5
P: 306.960.9020
nadcommonweal@sasktel.net

